Note Taking
A guide to taking well-organized notes to help you study

Scene 1
College courses cover lots of material that you are expected to remember.
[Teacher in-front of projector with new material constantly popping up on the projector]

Scene 2
Sometimes writing down every word from a lecture or every sentence seen on a slide isn’t the most effective way to record information.
[Laptop appears on screen with “Every Word” and “Every Sentence” appearing and then being crossed out]

Scene 3
Through the use of note-taking strategies, you can begin to take better notes that will help you come exam time.
[A strategy is shown using X’s and O’s to illustrate the X eventually reaching its end goal which is represented by an exam sheet]

Scene 4
You can learn these note-taking techniques in the Study Skills hub.
[Study Skills icon appears]

Scene 5
Happy Studying!
[Multiple hands applauding]